Lensa sees

more sales

with Mokka!
Lensa is the leading optician network in Romania, with the
number of Lensa shops almost doubling in 2020 (12 stores).
“Glasses and lenses are not something you want to save on —

it makes sense to buy the best look for a product that impacts
how you see the world and how the world sees you!”
Florin Nita, Co-fouder of Lensa

Opportunity


Lensa’s market research showed that 60% of Romanians need
glasses or contact lenses but only 31% actively use them.

Offering easy "buy now pay later payment plans" was the perfect
solution to help customers make the purchase without
postponing it to a later time.

Mokka started cooperation with Lensa in 2020 in the retailer’s
offline stores, offering a range of flexible installment payment
plans for 3, 6 and 12 months. After integrating the Mokka
merchant mobile app and barcode solution at the shop checkout,  

Mokka also trained Lensa’s personnel to offer Mokka buy now pay
later to customers. Having worked earlier with traditional banking
installment solutions in its shops, Lensa store assistants quickly
fell in love with the Mokka mobile app for in-store. Lensa shop
assistants were impressed how easy it is to sell with Mokka and
how by Mokka helps them meet their sales targets.


Implementation


The integration with Mokka at the our check-out took only a few
weeks. The Mokka team provided the personnel training and POS
materials. Right after implementation we saw positive feedback
from store personnel and higher sales.

Results



+65%

+10%

AOV with Mokka vs.

the average basket

incremental revenue

generated by Mokka

“Postponing the payment for 3 months without interest was
actually a big advantage for our customers. Clients who were
undecided about making the purchase are now more comfortable
to buy premium products. Installments allow us to offer better,
fashionable eyewear to younger customers, giving them the
opportunity to pay over time.”

Florin Nita, Co-fouder of Lensa

